We are living in an era of rapid change. The communication media is a significant part of it, and this is reflected in the world of Torah publishing and journalism. Most noteworthy is the shifting in verbal communication from print to wireless. Newspapers and magazines are shrinking in both size and impact. News, ideas, commentary and critique flow with speed, potency, and total lack of accountability on the internet, and the printed word — researched and responsible — simply cannot compete. As a result — each for specific reasons of its own — The Wall Street Journal is thinner, U.S. News and World Report has changed its format and sharing them with the community. It is a great honor to our family that you chose to share these memories.

Mrs. B.J. Kremen Goldman

Letters to the Editor

I would like to thank Rabbi Greenwald for his ever-so-sensible reply in his chinuch article (“Questions & Answers,” July 8, p. MB). I am the daughter of a ger who has grown up with the weekly.

We started off in a very small kahal where we knew that we were “pummar” than most of the children with whom we associated. We were not allowed to eat out the house or even in school! As their children, we built a wonderful family and my back- age, to an excellent “learning boy”; I have my parents that my mother is hearing for the first time — it gives us plenty to laugh about together.

Dear Editor,

I extend my empathy. I am able to relate to a wide spectrum of people and have often found myself being a spokesperson for Yiddishkeit.

I managed to get married at the right age, to an excellent “learning boy”, I have built a wonderful family and my back- ground has, baruch Hashem, not hampered my children’s yidnikeinu prospects in the slightest. The lesson of my background have carried through to my own children. We still have a good relationship with my family’s as well as with non-Jewish neighbor; and my children know that there are good non-Jews and bad non-Jews and we cannot say that they are all bad.

My advice! Don’t lose the geret, be open. Don’t start off in a big kahal, start small and work up. Your kids may not appreciate being moved from school to school every six years or so but in the end they will see the benefits of it.

Daughter of a Ger
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